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Hansraj Hulaschand and Company Private Limited: Ratings placed on 

Watch1 with Negative Implications. 

December 19, 2022 
 

Summary of rating action: 

Instrument* (Amount in NPR million)  
Last Rated 

Amount 

 Current Rated 

Amount 
Rating Action 

Long term loan limits (12) (6) 
[ICRANP] LBBB+@2; placed on Watch with 

Negative Implications 

Short term loan limits 6,490 5,490 
[ICRANP] A2@; placed on Watch with 

Negative Implications 

Total 6,490 5,490   
* Instrument details are provided in Annexure-1 

 

Rating action   
ICRA Nepal has placed the ratings of Hansraj Hulaschand and Company Private Limited (HHC) on Watch with Negative 

Implications, as indicated by long-term rating of [ICRANP] LBBB+@ (pronounced ICRA NP L triple B plus) and a short-

term rating of [ICRANP] A2@ (pronounced ICRA NP A two) respectively. 

 

Rationale 
The rating Watch with Negative Implications mainly factors in the expected impact of the ongoing demand constriction 

on the company’s debt service indicators. Amid the inflationary economic outlook and liquidity crisis in banking, HHC’s 

revenues have witnessed a steep decline of ~60% in Q1FY2023 compared to Q1FY022 levels. While HHC has been able 

to report largely steady operating profit margins (OPM) till Q1FY2023, the company’s ability to sustain the same will 

remain monitorable.  

 

The ratings are further constrained by the elongation in the company’s working capital intensity (net working capital to 

operating income ratio) which has led to increased debt levels. This, along with spike in borrowing rates, have led to a 

moderation in debt servicing indicators which also remains a rating concern. ICRA Nepal also takes note of the intense 

industry competition, mainly from other established players/brands in the two-wheeler (2W) segment, viz. Honda and 

Yamaha, both of which also have a strong presence in the growing scooter segment.  

 

Nonetheless, the ratings factor in the company’s satisfactory financial profile characterized by a controlled gearing of 1.2 

times and total debt (TD) to OPBDITA of 2.7 times for FY2022. The ratings also consider the strong market presence of 

Bajaj 2Ws and three wheelers (3Ws) in Nepal, along with the company’s long track record, experienced 

promoter/management profile and extensive dealer network. Going forward, HHC’s ability to attain adequate revenue 

and margins, sustain/improve its market positioning, along with judicious working capital management, will remain the 

key rating sensitivities.  

 

 

Key rating drivers  
 

Credit strengths  

Satisfactory financial profile – The company has reported a largely steady OPM of ~8% in FY2022 and Q1FY2023 despite 

revenue drop of ~13% and ~60% respectively. This was supported by the recent repricing of vehicles and also partly by 

 
1 Please refer here for details on rating watch and its meaning. 
2 The symbol '@’ indicates rating on Watch with Negative Implications 

http://www.icranepal.com/
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/What-is-a-Rating-Watch-and-what-does-it-convey.pdf
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/What-is-a-Rating-Watch-and-what-does-it-convey.pdf
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/What-is-a-Rating-Watch-and-what-does-it-convey.pdf
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the presence of the group’s own assembly unit, Hulas Auto Craft (HAC, rated [ICRANP] LBBB-/A3). The steady OPM has 

aided the company in maintaining a satisfactory financial profile with a gearing of 1.2 times and TD/OPBDITA of 2.7 times 

for FY2022. Amid the demand slowdown, ICRA Nepal expects moderations in debt service indicators, however the 

leverage levels are expected to improve on account of lowered debt utilization, while the TD/OPBDITA is expected to 

remain at ~3 times over the medium term. Given the company’s controlled gearing levels, the recent regulatory cap on 

working capital loans (25% of turnover) is unlikely to impact HHC. Nonetheless, the financial profile shall continue to 

remain susceptible to the company’s dividend decisions, given its sizeable retained earnings.  

 

Long track record and strong market presence – HHC has been the sole authorised dealer of Bajaj branded 2Ws in Nepal 

since 1998 and over these years, it has been able to grow Bajaj 2Ws as the largest selling motorbike brand in Nepal 

(market share of ~40%3 in FY2022 in 2W segment, despite having no presence in the growing scooter segment). The 

company has an established and wide sales network of 153 sales outlets (including three self-owned showrooms) across 

the country, which adds geographical diversity to its revenues. Further, it continues to command a leadership market 

position in the 3W segment as well (~54% market share), despite gradual saturation in this segment.  

 

Part of the established Golchha Organisation – HHC is a unit of the established Golchha Organisation that has a long 

presence (around eight decades) across diversified business sectors, mainly in manufacturing and trading. The presence 

of the sister concern, HAC, that assembles Bajaj 2Ws and 3Ws in Nepal, has allowed for relatively better margins for HHC. 

Besides, the presence of fully owned hire purchase financing intermediary, Hulas Fin Serve Limited (rated at [ICRANP] 

LBB+/A4+), has also supported the sales momentum of the company. 

 

Credit challenges 
Weakening in demand outlook amid the inflationary environment – The demand outlook has sharply weakened for 

2Ws from the start of FY2023, which is evident from ~60% drop in revenues during Q1FY2023 as against Q1FY2022 levels. 

Inflationary economic outlook and high interest rates are likely to keep the demand levels lower over the near to medium 

term. Amid this backdrop, HHC’s ability to sustain the margins remains to be seen.  

 

Working capital-intensive operations – The automobile dealership industry is working capital-intensive in nature and 

accordingly short-term working capital loans accounted for almost the entire debt of HHC. With stretched liquidity of 

banking sector, the company’s debtor days has spiked to 63 in FY2022 from 25 in FY2021. Accordingly, the working capital 

intensity has increased to ~28% in FY2022 from ~20% in FY2022, leading to an increased debt utilization. This, along with 

rising interest rates, have resulted in moderation of debt servicing indicators (ICR of 2.2 times for Q1FY2023 against 4.4 

times for FY2022). Increased working capital intensity along with the volatility in interest rates could have a bearing on 

the company’s net profitability. The company’s ability to control working capital levels and reduce debt in accordance 

with lower revenue levels remains to be seen. However, HCC has ~NPR 343 million buffer in unutilised drawing power as 

of mid-October 2022 and generally carries sizeable on-balance sheet liquidity.  

 

Intense competition – The company faces stiff competition from the dealers of other established players like Honda and 

Yamaha, as well as from other growing brands like TVS. HHC’s product-concentration risk also remains high with revenue 

contribution from its highest selling model viz. Pulsar accounting for ~71% of FY2022 revenues. Besides, the company’s 

absence in the growing scooter segment also remains a concern in terms of incremental revenue growth and 

diversification prospects. 

 

Analytical approach: For arriving at the ratings, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.  

Link to applicable criteria    

Corporate Credit Rating Methodology  

 

Link to last rating rationale: 

Rationale Hansraj Hulaschand_BLR Surveillance_May 2021 

 
3 As provided by management; recent industry registration data not published by Department of Transport Management. 

http://www.icranepal.com/
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/202.-Rationale_Hulas-Auto-Craft_BLR-Surveillance_June-2021.pdf
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/A.104-Hulas-Fin-Serve-Ltd..pdf
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/A.104-Hulas-Fin-Serve-Ltd..pdf
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CorporateCreditRatingMethodology08292018.pdf
https://www.icra.in/Rating/ShowMethodologyReport/?id=464&Title=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating%20Methodology&Report=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating,%20Methodology,%20Mar%202017.pdf
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/175.-Rationale_Hansraj-Hulaschand_BLR-Surveillance-May-2021.pdf
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About the company   
Incorporated in 1959, Hansraj Hulaschand and Company Private Limited (HHC) is the authorised dealer of Bajaj 2Ws and 

3Ws, KTM brand 2Ws, TVS brand tyres and Servo lubricants for Nepal. Its registered office is in Biratnagar, Morang. The 

company operates through three showrooms of its own in Kathmandu (one Bajaj showroom and two KTM showrooms), 

along with ~150 regional dealerships. HHC is a part of the Golchha Group, which has a long and diverse presence across 

various manufacturing and trading sectors in Nepal. As of now, the company’s shares are held by 19 members of the 

Golchha family with a majority stake held by Mr. Shekhar Golchha (53.8%), while the rest of the shareholders hold 3.75% 

or less. Mr. Shekhar Golchha is the chairperson of the company. 

 

Key financial indicators  

 FY2019 
(Audited) 

FY2020 
(Audited) 

FY2021 
(Audited) 

FY2022 
(Provisional) 

Operating income (OI; NPR million) 21,696 16,712 25,423 22,137 

OPBDITA/OI (%) 7.45% 6.97% 8.14% 8.07% 

Total debt/Tangible net worth (TNW; times) 2.01 1.38 1.31 1.23 

Total outside liabilities/TNW (times) 2.58 1.85 1.57 1.34 

Total debt/OPBDITA (times) 3.02 3.43 2.13 2.74 

Interest coverage (times) 3.25 2.06 7.33 4.42 

DSCR (times) 2.80 1.93 4.71 3.84 

Net working capital/OI (%) 29% 30% 20% 28% 
Source: Company data 

 

Annexure-1: Instrument Details  

Instrument (Amounts in NPR Million) 
Limits last 
rated  

Current 
rated limits  

Rating Action 

Long-term loan limits (A) (12) (6) 
[ICRANP] LBBB+@; placed on Watch 
with Negative Implications Fund based; Hire Purchase loans 

(within short-term loan limits) 
(12) (6) 

    

Short-term loan limits (B) 6,490 5,490 

[ICRANP] A2@; placed on Watch with 
Negative Implications 

Demand Loan 545 545 

Import Invoice Financing 1,950 1,950 

Overdraft 95 95 

Short Term Loan (STL) 1,940 940 

Trust Receipt (TR)/Demand Loan 1,460 1,460 

STL (within funded limits) (300) (300) 

TR Loan (within funded limits) (30) (30) 

Import loan (within funded limits) (180) (180) 

Demand Loan (within funded limits) (500) (500) 

Overdraft (within funded limits) (50) (50) 

Non-funded facility; Letter of Credit 500 500 
    

Total rated limits (A+B) 6,490 5,490  

 

Analyst Contacts:   

http://www.icranepal.com/
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Mr. Rajib Maharjan (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
rajib@icranepal.com    
 

Ms. Lumanti Maharjan (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
lumanti@icranepal.com    
  

Relationship Contacts:   
Ms. Barsha Shrestha (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
barsha@icranepal.com    
 

About ICRA Nepal Limited:  
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first credit rating agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licenced 

by the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a technical 

support services agreement, which envisages ICRA helping ICRA Nepal in areas such as rating process and methodologies, 

analytical software, research, training, and technical and analytical skill augmentation.  

 

Our parent company, ICRA Limited, was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks 

and financial services companies as an independent and professional investment information and credit rating agency. 

Today, ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies.  

For more information, visit www.icranepal.com   

 

ICRA Nepal Limited, 

Sunrise Bizz Park, 6th Floor, Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal. 

Phone: +977 1 4419910/20 

Email: info@icranepal.com 

Web: www.icranepal.com 

 

All Rights Reserved.  
Contents may be used freely with due acknowledgement to ICRA Nepal.  

ICRA Nepal ratings should not be treated as recommendation to buy, sell or hold the rated debt instruments. The ICRA Nepal 

ratings are subject to a process of surveillance which may lead to a revision in ratings. Please visit our website 

(www.icranepal.com) or contact ICRA Nepal office for the latest information on ICRA Nepal ratings outstanding. All information 

contained herein has been obtained by ICRA Nepal from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Although reasonable 

care has been taken to ensure that the information herein is true, such information is provided ‘as is’ without any warranty of 

any kind, and ICRA Nepal in particular, makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness 

or completeness of any such information. All information contained herein must be construed solely as statements of opinion 

and ICRA Nepal shall not be liable for any losses incurred by users from any use of this publication or its contents 
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